
 

SpaceX almost ready to start testing third
Starship prototype
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For almost a year now, SpaceX has been building a series of Starship
prototypes that will test how the system fares when launched to orbit.
Coming on the heels of successful hop tests with the Starship Hopper,
these tests will validate the spacecraft and its Raptor engines in space.
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Unfortunately, the company has encountered some hiccups with these
prototypes, as the first two exploded during pressure testing.

The first prototype, Starship Mk.1, exploded on the launchpad on
November 20th, 2019, during a cryogenic loading test that sent its nose
cone flying. The second prototype, SN1, also exploded during a pressure
test on the evening of Feb. 28th, 2020, which caused the fuselage to
jump up to 300 meters (1000 feet). Undeterred, Musk recently shared
images of the components for the SN3 prototype undergoing assembly.

Shortly after these images were shared, the assembled components were
seen on their way to the company's test facility at Boca Chica, Texas, on
the morning of March 29th. They were then seen being transferred to the
launch pad by roll-lift and crane as of late afternoon. Footage of both
these events was captured by the LabPadre and shared via Twitter.

SN3 pic.twitter.com/bM1wzzd4Zg

— Elon Musk (@elonmusk) March 26, 2020

Like its predecessors, the next step for the SN3 will be cryogenic loading
trials in which the spacecraft's methane and oxygen tanks will be filled
with a cryogenic liquid (most likely liquid nitrogen). During this test, the
first prototype experienced a failure that caused its top bulkhead to
suffer a blowout that sent the nose cone flying. The bottom bulkhead
then blew out, sending cryogenic vapor all across the landing pad.

The second prototype experienced a similar failure, with a blowout
taking place near the bottom that sent the upper section into the air and
the fuselage to implode. The top section then landed on its side and
experienced a second explosion, this time from the top. Hopefully, the
SN3 will fare better—Musk hopes to use it to conduct short test flights
to Earth's atmosphere.
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https://twitter.com/LabPadre?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://t.co/bM1wzzd4Zg
https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1243073406884630528?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw


 

In a previous statement, Musk announced that the SN3 would be used
for static fire tests and short flights, whereas longer test flights will wait
for the SN4. As Musk indicated, the priority right now is on the
production of additional Starship test vehicles and Raptor engines. There
is also documentation that indicates that SpaceX will be conducting tests
as early as next week.

The documents, which were shared on NASASpaceFlight, reference a
permit issued by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) for the
"Starhopper" vehicle, which is valid until June 2020. They further
suggest that a static fire of the SN3's engines could take place between
April 1st and 3rd, followed by a 150-meter (500 ft) hop test between
April 6th and 8th. This was the maximum height achieved by the
Starship Hopper.

It remains unclear if these recent setbacks will alter Musk's long term
plans. Once the Starship is finished and integrated with the Super Heavy
booster, Musk hopes to begin conducting payload runs to the moon by
2022, followed by crewed missions to the surface by 2024. In between,
Musk also intends to conduct the first lunar tourism mission
(#dearmoon), which will involve sending a crew of artists around the
moon in 2023.

Meanwhile, SpaceX continues to deploy batches of satellites as part of
its Starlink constellation, and will be delivering commercial payloads to
the ISS and the moon. These will be made as part of its Commercial
Crew Development (CCD) and Cargo Transportation and Landing by
Soft Touchdown (CATALYST) contracts with NASA, respectively.

Best of luck to you SN3! We look forward to seeing you make that hop 
test and return safely to Earth. If all goes well, we look forward to seeing
SN4 reach orbit, too!
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https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1237088353406910465
https://forum.nasaspaceflight.com/index.php?topic=48895.msg2062322#msg2062322
https://phys.org/tags/maximum+height/
https://www.universetoday.com/140016/elon-musk-reveals-who-the-first-lunar-tourist-will-be/
https://phys.org/tags/test/
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